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About This Game

Black Mist is a 2D, roguelike action game
that is aiming to provide tense atmosphere and impatience.

All stages are covered by darkness,
thus it is necessary to shoot shiny bullets to the darkness,

pay attention to the sounds from enemies, and move carefully.

But be careful... bullets and your life are shared as "Energy",
and the enemy's power and ferocity will be increase with the passage of time.

You have to annihilate the enemies in the room without a depletion of energy,
and seek for an exit.

Features

・RANDOM GENERATED MAP
The composition of the room, the position of the enemy,

the kinds of the enemy etc, changes every time.
You have to proceed while anticipating what kind of threat is lurking in the dark.
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・BLACK MIST
All stages are filled with Black Mist.

Black Mist will increase by passage of time, and if there is not enough energy,
enemy's power and durability will be more stronger, and behavior pattern will be dangerous.

・ENERGY
Energy is your life and is also your bullet.

Defeated enemy will drop energy certainly.

・EQUIPMENT and BATTERY
There are 49 kinds of equipment in this game.

To use equipment, there is need to set some batteries on it,
thus not all equipment can use at same time.

Battery can be removed and be reset into the other equipment.
However, it consumes a certain amount of energy when activate equipment,

it might be dangerous to replace equipment frequently.

・ENEMIES
There are 26 kinds of enemies in this game,

and every enemy has 2 superior versions that have different action pattern.
When you reach the end, there is LAST BOSS as 27th enemy.
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Title: Black Mist
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Nyan_Fort
Publisher:
Nyan_Fort
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017
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Steam literally stole money from me by selling a game with a faulty activation key. I want my money back, or I want an
activation code that works.. There are thousands of free games better than this. Such a disaster.. Nice adventure with beautiful
graphics, it's a tad short though and not all the puzzles are initially that well explained on what is expected of you to do (minor
detail, the help system helps here, but still, would be nice if I did not have to use it in the first place :) ).
If you like puzzlers and love beautifull graphics this is a game that wont disapoint. The story line is kinda thin and not that
intriguing but the game plays well and looks great.
Still wished it was a tad longer..... I like this game. However, I do find that I can't see far enough when attacking. I crafted a
laser with range 120. When I try to keep far away and shot enemy station, I found that it is almost outside my screen. Please
allow us to zoom out further. Otherwise, all long range weapons will be impractical to use.. Nearly missed the extra characters in
this game!

Very silly set of characters to play, from the frivolous to the detective. Overlapping and fascinating!

Just did the final two episodes... I want to know what happens next!!!. Fun game that looks like older shooter games. It is not for
every one but I like it. You can sprint all time and have weapons no need to unlock them. Good for nostalgy.. I got dead, I
guess? It was fun! Explore the battlefield after the fights for them sweet pearls and rubies.. Feels a lot like quake. Played it for a
few minutes good schtuff. Needs rocket jumping
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\u4e0d\u9519\u7684\u4e00\u6b3e\u5361\u724c\u6e38\u620f\uff0c\u5c31\u662f\u6ca1\u6709\u65b0\u624b\u6559\u7a0b\u30
02\u5168\u7a0b\u5237\u5237\u5237\u3002\u3002\u3002\u3002. Seems that there is not much to say about the game, catching
eggs in different environments and conditions. But powerups are making it interesting. Once it gets fast, it's hysterical to watch
others playing :D. Hugs are good. Um Kay!. The Worst DLC I have ever seen!. Very nice game, also one of Veibyn's great
games. I've played it some hours, and it is enjoyable also a little frustrating some times. As a game should be, also there is some
dead ends. So you can't just rush thru the game.
I like this game.. Really fun turnbased strategy RPG, but if your going to get into the game you have to max one character first
to 50lv and then choose your team size and level despensement to each class.. Well, the only visiual novel I could bring myself
to finish. Guess visual novels aren't really my thing. Short and sweet. I liked it a lot, the journey thru the novel. I wouild have
liked a slightly longer ending scene. I found the fantasy character's curse words jarring. I expected fantasy curse words!. What is
this? What did I just play? H-How can such a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥exist in my library? Surely this must have come in a bundle,
but even then..... I gave money to this? Well anyway, here we go. You play as what appears to be a stereotype of a young black
male, full of ego and confidence, and an old white soldier who tries to keep things professional. The two character's cultures
clash as the black guy repeatedly calls the white guy hick, who, in return always shows dissapointment in his partner's actions.
Okay so I played the first level and half of the second one, the game was going nowhere quick and with only 4 weapons to play
around with, I was done. Uninteresting, uninspired. I'm sure in the final two levels, the two characters will have formed a strong
bond because of the♥♥♥♥♥♥they've seen. Hell may have broke Luce Tom Waitts, but not these guys. In the end I'm sure
when the black guy calls the white guy hick, it will be out of respect and he'll get respect back. Seriously, other than stupid
writing there's nothing to talk about. This game sucks, go, get out of here. Play Red Orchestra, and if you don't like that check
out Far Cry 3.. A DLC that accelerates very quickly. Unfortunately, it only has one livery which is the Southeastern yellow\/grey
livery. If you get the Armstrong Powerhouse sound pack, you can get the Southeastern blue stripe livery and it likely sounds like
a Jubilee Line 1996 Stock but it dosen't have the \/0 and \/1 sounds. Even DPSimulation has the Class 465 Southeastern blue
stripe livery (which requires again the AP Sound Pack above which I don't own). Instead, I will have to use the 466s as a
subsitute.
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